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(+61)398275789 - http://www.theluckypenny.com.au

A comprehensive menu of Lucky Penny from Melbourne covering all 28 dishes and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Lucky Penny:
We visited Lucky Penny yesterday and it was all things exceptional.Firstly we could actually make a table

booking for brunch on a Saturday. Simple, easy and friendly. Secondly, extremely friendly service from all staff
helping with our table, orders and suggestions on the menuThirdly, our meals were all served at the same time.
They were generous portions, had so much flavour and presented beautifully. The Apple Pie... read more. The

restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in beautiful weather, And into the accessible
rooms also come clientele with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What Sallylovestoeat doesn't like about Lucky

Penny:
Don't even bother. Terrible service, terrible coffee. Was catching up with friends, thought we would stop for a

coffee. Go to Rustica for a better service and amazing coffee instead. read more. Lucky Penny from Melbourne
is valued for its mouth-watering burgers, to which delicious fries, salads and other sides are provided,
Furthermore, the guests of the restaurant enjoy the extensive selection of the differing coffee and tea

specialities that the restaurant has available. Watching various sports events and competitions is equally one of
the highlights of visiting this sports bar, You can take a break at the bar with a cool beer or other alcoholic and

non-alcoholic drinks.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Appet�er�
NUGGETS

P�z�
TEXAS

Sauce�
HOLLANDAISE

SALSAS
CHIPOTLE

Duc� dishe�
DUCK

Mai�
PULLED PORK

Milkshake�
MILKSHAKE

Sweet� & Dessert�
APPLE PIE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Sauce�
SAUCE

Has� Brown� an� Side�
SCRAMBLED EGGS

Plate� Brunc�
WAFFLE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Salad�
TACOS

SALAD

CHICKEN SALAD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

SALAD

BREAD

PASTA

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
PORK MEAT

BACON

CHICKEN

EGGS

APPLE

COCONUT

EGG
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